Final Senior Editor’s Notes

By Brynn Sailing, Aarushi Vyas, Nic Braico
Brynn:
Working with the Sword and Shield during my high school career was a
great opportunity for expanding my experience in writing and publishing
work in an online and physical format, and a great chance to collaborate
with other young writers to improve our skills and encourage spreading
information on important issues within our school’s community, and outside
of it. I’m incredibly grateful for my co-writers at the newspaper and I’m
excited to be moving on next year to continue my craft, working on my
writing at UW-Madison in the fall. I have nothing but love and support for
the Sword and Shield- and while I’ll be sad to let it go, I’ll always be an
avid reader of the outstanding content that my old friends produce at the
Sword and Shield.
Nic:
I really enjoyed working on the Sword and Shield my junior and senior
years of high school. I loved being able to express myself through my
articles, and being in charge of the sports section was so much fun. Even
though the sports season was cut short, I still feel proud of the work we did
as a team.
Aarushi:
These past two years working with the Sword and Shield have been a really
fun experience and I’m lucky to have found a club I really enjoy and am
passionate about. From News to Opinions to Arts & Entertainment, being
able to try out different sections of the paper has been a good way to expand
my interests and discover topics I really care about. Writing has always
been a creative outlet for me and being able to work with other writers who
share a similar interest has been something I’m undeniably grateful for.
While I will of course miss being an editor, I know that future editors and
writers will do a great job of maintaining the integrity and authenticity of
our newspaper. I’m excited to continue my education at UW-Madison, and
no matter where life takes me, writing will always be a hobby of mine.

Celebrating Seniors Across the Country
Sagarika Pal

The current pandemic is forcing a change of plans in commencement ceremonies at educational institutions across the country.
Graduation from high school is a momentous occasion for many students.
COVID-19 has put a dampener on this joyous occasion, though. As schools all
over the nation struggle with supplying their students with quality education,
they also are attempting to honor their graduates while keeping everyone safe.
Continued on Page 2
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Is Senior Year the Best Year in
High School?
By Brynn Sailing

Yes, and here’s why: Senior year is
one of the most essential times in
life for any high school student. The
combination of finishing high school
and completing all the requirements
you need to complete, watching all
of your achievements rack up one by
one and reminiscing over each of the
spirited high school events one more
time- knowing that this time will be
the last time, striving to make each
moment memorable and happy and
full of peace - it’s indescribable. It’s
about wrapping up your time in the
community in which you spent about
950 hours (on average) learning and
making connections. It’s a time in
which you rule the school, the time
when you hold all the power over
the lower grades and you have the
most seniority and history with all
the teachers and staff. You’re the
most knowledgeable students in
the school, and you’re allowed to
take that year to fill your memory
chock full of facts, experiences, last
second buzzer beaters…. It’s the time
that every high school student has
Continued on Page 3
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Celebrating Seniors Across the Country
Continued...

There are multiple personalities who will give
commencement speeches to the graduating classes
of 2020, most famously former President Barack
Obama. A viral tweet from a senior at a high school
in Los Angeles convinced Obama to deliver multiple
online speeches. One of the events he will speak at is
Graduate Together, which is for high school graduates, and will include appearances by Lebron James,
Pharrell Williams, and Megan Rapinoe and the Jonas
Brothers. It will be broadcast at 7 p.m. Central Time
on Saturday, May 16. On the same day at 1 p.m.
Central, Obama will honor graduates from historically black colleges. On May 15 at 1 p.m. Central, Facebook will host #Graduation2020 for high school and
college graduates, a celebration that will spotlight Lil
Nas X, Jennifer Garner, Miley Cyrus, Simone Biles
and Awkwafina. iHeart Media’s podcast launch of
“Commencement: Speeches for the Class of 2020,”
on May 16 will feature many big names, such as Hillary Clinton, Eli Manning and John Legend. On June
6 at 2 p.m. Central, Lady Gaga, Alicia Keys, Malala
Yousafzai and Alphabet (Google’s parent company)
CEO Sundar Pichai will appear in YouTube’s Dear
Class of 2020.
Schools themselves have been creative in coming
up with ways to replace in-person graduation ceremonies. A high school in Brooklyn, N.Y., printed
out and laminated the yearbook photos and plastered
them across the school’s fence. Another school in
Midland, Texas, will hold the event at a drive-in
theater, with the condition that everyone remain in
their cars. Students in Phoenix will also watch their
ceremony from their cars, but they will finish the
celebration by driving through a balloon arch to
pick up diplomas and take pictures with their school
mascot. Some lucky seniors in Florida have been
given permission to use the Daytona 500 speedway
to do a “victory lap” in an event that will be streamed
on their school’s website. Many communities, like
the village of Briarcliff Manor, N.Y., have decided to
honor their graduates with a car parade. UW-Madison is celebrating its graduates with a website
containing lots of videos that will give a virtual
experience of the event (wisc.edu/commencement/).
Madison is honoring its high school graduates with
an hour-long TV broadcast on Saturday, June 13,
evening on WISC TV. It will also have a special
edition of Madison Magazine with senior photos, and
will display photos on digital billboards across the
city.
The country is facing difficult times, but with some
hope and creativity, schools are still being able to
celebrate their seniors while also keeping everyone
safe.
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High Honors
Rylee Banaszak
Lara Banks
Bianca Barredo
Soleil Bieniek
Megan Boucher
Andrew Bradley
Niccolo Braico
Alyssa Brinkman
Derek Buckalew
Nathan Burchill
Abigail Cattapan
Julia Cedergren
Elise Chester
Andrew Collins
Emmelyn Cullen
Rebecca Cutforth
Ella Defever
Elliot Delfosse
Alaura Diaczun
Jacob Dobson
Isabel Eigenberger
Eleanor Erlandson
Natalie Frisch
Hayley Gaines
Avery Gammie
Indigo Garrison
Noah Giesler
Srihari Gopalan
Sylvia Greene
Sophie Grunder
Cameron Henrickson
Cynthia Hernandez
Carter Horman
Alice House
Gurleen Hundal
Rebecca Ivan
Trisha James
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Vilde Johannessen
Ayah Kenj Halabi
Sebastian Kiehn
Stephanie Kishter
Nicola Kreus
Elizabeth Kunkel
Priscilla Lancaster
May Li
Kevin Li
Hannah Li
Brian Liebau
Harper Linfield
Olivia Luedke
Ludovica Malinverni
Jack Maloney
Gabriel Martens
Carly McKeon
Tessa Mehnert
Albert Men
Brandon Menningen
Leah Metzger
Madeline Miller
John Moran
Sharon Ogun
Cecelia Ohnstad
Julia Olsen
Grace Olson
Julia Peterson
Easton Prazak
Nithin Ramachandran
Tenzin Rangdol
Nicolas Rauwolf
Charlotte Ravenscroft
Nivedita Remji
Elijah Richards
Lauren Schmitt
Sophia Schmitz

Samantha Sheridan
Calvin Slaughter
Sean Sorensen
Carynne Sullivan
Heather Swartz
Matteo Tonelli
Natalie Tosto
Aarushi Vyas
Taylor Welsh
Madeline Wieczorek
Clio Winnowski
Tianxiao Yang
Logan Younk
Julia Zhou

4.0 in Bold

Is Senior Year the Best Year in High School
continued...

been working towards for not only their previous high
school years, but most of the years before that as well.
It’s also simultaneously the time when you’re making
big decisions about the rest of your life after high schoolthe time when you have to decide on a path to follow,
regardless of whether you follow that path through to the
end or not. In that way, senior year truly is one of the most
precious times in high school, and should be treated as
such.
No, I don’t think so: Senior year can’t possibly be the best
year, because it’s the year that causes so much stress in
students about their choices after graduation. It’s a time
where there’s no expected outcome, no pattern to follow

Honors
Faiza Ahmed
Eusebio Armendariz-Kerr
Nicholas Ballweg
Rebecca Bartig
Stella Bloomer
Emily Brandridge
Angela Brudos
Nicholas Carl
Jason Ceniti
Ysabela Chacin Romero
Isaias Cisneros
Zoe Crooks
Jason Dunphy
Ellen Dux-Dahms
Jack Faulkner
Jackson Ferry
Nathan Francisco
Gabrielle Gaines
Erik Genskow
Grace Greening
Fifi Hermawan
Maycol Herrera
Elena Hind
Harper Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Rosalyn Johnson
Liam Jones
Zafirah Kamal
Omar Kanan
Pierce Kaufman
Alexandra Ketarkus
Alison Kimball
Adrian King
Haley Lemberger
Bryce Macwilliams
Isabelle Malliet
Meera Manoharan

Raelynn Matlage
Richard McGuire
Matthew Michalowski
Kathryn Murphy
Kyle Murphy
Robert Murphy, Jr.
Brett Neumann
Wilmer Noriega Morales
Lydia Oakleaf
Calvin Obright
Anthony Greg Pagas
Sagarika Pal
Lindsay Palm
Kaitlin Parisi
Brooke Peters
Hanna Rubasch
Kareem Saber
Brynn Sailing
Joselin Salvidez-Vazquez
Cadence Schaal
Owen Schigiel
Isabel Schryver
Megan Slattery
Justin Stroot
Jumana Tanner
Soua Thao
Mallory Todd
Nicholas Webber
Jacob Weller
Benjamin White
Madison Wissinger
Caleigh Wong
Joel Wurf
Kome Yamazaki
Connie Yu

for the following years.
It’s a time of anxiety and
big choices, and there’s no
way that students aren’t
happier in their previous
years, oblivious of the big
choices that await them.
Additionally, the pain of
saying goodbye to teachers
and staff that made a big
difference in students’
lives is hard enough to
make seniors just want to
stay in school with them
forever! The stress of
applying for colleges is not
to be overstated, because
it is well and truly hectic
during senior year to try
and visit colleges and
make decisions about your
future that is financially
viable while also fulfilling
your goals. And all of that
extra work and pressure
comes during a time when
the worst virus of all hits:
senioritis. Senioritis is not
to be discarded as some
silly excuse for seniors
to be lazy- oh no, it’s
real. Going into senior
year, I was certain that
it was going to be like
any other school year in
terms of my ambition and
dedication to my education.
And yet somehow, I kept
finding myself lacking the
motivation to go to class,
complete my assignments,
write my college
application essays. It’s the
worst form of laziness,
because you can feel the
responsibilities piling up
over your head, convincing
you to stay buried under
your covers longer. Senior
year truly is the year
that can ruin high school
students forever.
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Senior
Artist Interviews
By Brynn Sailing
Artist: Connie Yu

What is your favorite
medium/style for your art,
and why?
I love traditional art! I adore
all kinds of paint and dry
media, because you can get
really experimental with
what you create. Plus! Each
medium has its own charms
and textures, and it’s like
unlocking a secret when
you discover new ways and
techniques to use them.
I personally feel a strong
connection with using acrylics
and oil, because there’s this
sort of timeless look and richness that they possess that
really help bring my concepts to life.
When and how did you start creating art?
Aw man, I remember when I was a really tiny little baby
girl, like when I first started walking-type tiny, I would
just draw things that I thought were really pretty or things
that just caught my eye (like flowers or princesses). I also
remember that I would always (impulsively?) scribble
on my walls or tables. I would even go so far as to
occasionally carving things into my tiny little red table
with the ends of paper clips.
What is your purpose and/or passion behind your
work?
I wanna create things that are able to connect with not
only the viewer but also myself. Like, as pretentious as it
sounds, I want to pour all of my feelings and emotions,
moments I’ve lived through, and “vibes” I’ve experienced
into my pieces so that when someone looks at it, they’re
able to maybe feel what I was feeling, or maybe even
connect with the piece, or shoot, maybe even me.
What was one of your favorite projects or pieces, and
why?
Whew oh shoot… I think my favorite piece as of right
now is actually one of my more recent creations titled
“You’ll Be Okay”. It’s a gouache painting that depicts
faces and goop kinda melting into each other- my goal
with it was to make the viewer be able to feel or sense
feelings of numbness, sadness, and comfort. I really like
this piece because I think it really shows the kind of style
and concepts that I wanna get into with my art.
What is a project you’re looking forward to working
on in the future, and what is the idea behind it?
OH MAN, okay, I’ve been really looking forward to
doing a series of large scale oil paintings that are all based
on experiences I’ve had and felt- many of them dealing
with the concept of love! I’m really excited to learn
the techniques that’ll help me understand the “classic”
painterly look! But, wait there’s more! I wanna also put
my own little spin on my paintings- don’t really know how
to describe it but right now I’m thinking some goop here
and there, but maybe something else….
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Who is one of your idols in the art community?
I live and breathe for James Jean. His work is so fun and
surreal, like it’s clear he has a thorough understanding of
colors and anatomy. There’s something so captivating,
and magical, and classic about his work- the way I would
describe it, would be like if you had a Renaissance
painting but poured your entire brainsworth of imagination
into it. PLUS! He’s very versatile, but remains true to
his own style, which has allowed him to do a lot of
commercial work. And I can’t skip out on my ride or
die- they have to be some of the classic masters like:
Rembrandt, Peter Paul Rubens, and Michelangelo. Yeah,
they’re white and dead BUT! Their paintings all have this
depth/richness, and haunting quality to them as well as
captivating narratives- and I just- I swoon!
What are you planning on doing with your incredible
talent after graduation?
I plan on cultivating my skill and learning more at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago (plus maybe a
transfer to RISD after two years but we’ll see how I feel
! And HOPEFULLY, if the current viral climate
allows it, study abroad in Europe.
What advice do you have for younger students who are
striving to be professional artists?
Keep cranking out those ideas that you wanna make a
reality! Don’t limit yourself to one medium or styleexplore around! By expanding your horizons a bit
more, you’ll be able to grapple new techniques and
understandings of each discipline and apply that newfound
knowledge wherever you want! Understand that you don’t
have to be making Picasso-prestige-level pieces all the
time and that making mistakes is okay! Mistakes will help
you grow and help you understand more about the things
that you wanna make! BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY!!!
Please be gentle on yourself. Because the sooner you
realize that you and your potential are not defined by that
one piece that you absolutely hate with all your being, you
will flourish!

Artist: Justin Stroot

What is your favorite medium/style for your art, and
why?
I definitely prefer
working traditionally
over digitally anyday;
but more specifically,
it’s a tie between classic
graphite pencil drawing
and watercolor painting.
Graphite pencils have been
my go-to art medium since I
was a wee lad, they are very
reliable and they are also
the very first medium of art
that I really got a hang of
growing up. Watercolor on
the other hand I really love because it’s incredibly versatile
and provides very vibrant and dynamic coloring, which I
really appreciate.
When and how did you start creating art?
I started drawing in early elementary school after watching
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my brother doodle in some of his notebooks and thinking
Artist: Danny Emeterio
that was really cool. Most clearly I remember asking
What is your favorite medium/style for your art, and
the teacher for a blank piece of paper and drawing just
why?
a bunch of stick figures with guns, tanks and bazookas
I think it’s a tie between
shooting the crap out of each other, and it was dope!
digital art and drawing
What is your purpose and/or passion behind your
traditionally. I like digital
work?
because it's got so many
In the most basic way I can put it, I just want to make
different tools to make
the coolest looking stuff ever! There are so many aspects
amazing stuff but I like to
and mediums of art that I just absolutely love, and I want
do traditional stuff because
to be the freakin best at every single one of them! I want
it’s got the realistic feeling
people to see my art and become filled with the bursting
when working that digital art
energy and inspiration to get up and create something the
doesn’t really have for me.
world has never seen before in the form of their own art.
Because speaking from personal experience, that is one of
When and how did you start
the best feelings in the world.
creating art?
What was one of your favorite projects or pieces, and
I started drawing as a hobby around 3rd grade because
why?
there wasn't much to do for me as a kid and so I just
I’d say one of my favorite pieces would be the
doodled in my “composition notebook” very often. So I
Japanese-style back piece tattoo design that I did for my
guess I never stopped doing it.
independent study this year. So far it is the largest piece I
What is your purpose and/or passion behind your
have ever done. I'm proud of how well it turned out, and
work?
the style, subject, and medium are all things that I am
I really like art and comics because comics and cartoons
very passionate about. Not to mention that I loved every
really helped through rough patches in my life so I’m
second I spent working on it, from planning, to drawing,
hoping I could do the same for others. But I also want to
to painting.
show people what crazy stuff people can think of and with
What is a project you’re looking forward to working
enough practice they can draw out what they’re thinking
on in the future, and what is the idea behind it?
about.
The project that I’m looking forward to the most is
What was one of your favorite projects or pieces, and
actually the one I am working on right now. It’s basically
why?
a body portrait of a girl looking real cool, real slick, but
My favorite art piece was for sure the skeletal project in
the main focus is in the incredible amount of detail in
Drawing 2. It was just very cool to research and recreate
her clothes, body and general fashion. The idea of it is to
really flesh out every little detail about a character's design skeletons from real animals and draw them for imaginary
and being able to decipher a character's personality just by cartoon animals. And it was just really satisfying to have
it all come together.
looking at them.
What is a project you’re looking forward to working
Who is one of your idols in the art community?
on in the future, and what is the idea behind it?
I’d say one of my biggest idols would be Eiichiro Oda,
I'm working on an animation on a fake cartoon intro I
creator of One Piece. FIrst off, his art style is so fun and
thought of. I think it’s good to work on stuff you might do
unique which just makes reading his manga such a joy to
in a future career when you have a lot of free time.
read. He also puts such an incredible amount of thought
Who is one of your idols in the art community?
and detail into his storytelling and world building and
I really like Jeff Smith and the Bone series he made, I read
characters, that it just blows me away just thinking about
the series all the time as a kid.
what he's done to create one of the best selling franchises
What are you planning on doing with your incredible
in the world.
talent after graduation?
What are you planning on doing with your incredible
I’m going to the Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design,
talent after graduation?
majoring in illustration.
I don't plan on going to any sort of college after
What advice do you have for younger students who are
graduation. However, I do have a grand master plan for
later in my life concerning my art career, and the first step striving to be professional artists?
You just gotta practice drawing when you have the free
of it is becoming a tattoo artist, so soon enough I’ll be
time, there are no shortcuts to being good at art.
out to look for an apprenticeship to learn the ropes of the
Check out Daniel’s art on Instagram @couch_toons
tattoo industry.
What advice do you have for younger students who are
striving to be professional artists?
The most important advice I think I could give to any
artists right now is this: whatever kind of art you create
or how you make it, just make sure you enjoy making
it. There is nothing worse than overworking yourself on
something you love to the point where you don't love it
anymore. So no matter how skilled or big or flashy your
art is or isn’t, by God just make sure you enjoy making
jmmswordandshield.com
art.
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BOYS BASEBALL:
This Senior class has done an incredible job as a group exhibiting the ideals our program holds dear.
As a class, these 10 students have a combined GPA of 3.21. They are STUDENT-athletes. Our Seniors
will be furthering their studies in many different places all over the United States and will become
assets at the campuses they disperse to. Many of our players put hours and hours into baseball and
as a class have produced the most players planning to play or try out at the next level that we have
had in my time here.
-Coach Richardson

Kyle Murphy
●
●
●
●

4th year in the program
3rd year on Varsity
2nd team all-conference Catcher (2019)
Favorite Memory: Dead center Home Run on the
Florida Trip
Kyle Murphy will be attending the University of Colorado
Boulder this fall and at this time is undecided on a major.

Mathew Michalowski

● 4th year in the program
● 2nd year on Varsity
● Favorite Memory: Going on the Florida Trips
Matthew Michalowski will continue his baseball career as
well as studying business at Knox College in Galesburg,
Illinois.

Garret Bergum

● 4th year in the program
● 2nd year on Varsity
● Favorite Memory: Playing under the lights in Florida
Garret Bergum will be attending Madison College to
complete their transfer program in hopes to study Criminal
Justice at UW Platteville.

Max Hoeser
●
●
●

4th year in the program
3rd year on Varsity
Favorite Memory: All of the relationships formed
through baseball
Max Hoeser has decided to attend Madison College and will
be trying out for their baseball team in the fall.

Seth Gonring
●
●
●

4th year in the program
3rd year on Varsity
Favorite Memory: Winning regionals vs Middleton
Junior year
Seth Gonring has decided to continue his education
and baseball career at St. Mary’s University in Winona,
Minnesota. He will be weighing his options and studying
Social Sciences in some capacity.

Jamison Roche

● 3rd year in the program
● Favorite Memory: Making friends
Jamison Roche is planning to study engineering at the
Milwaukee School of Engineering and will also play on their
club hockey team.

Drew Adams

● 4th year in the program
● Favorite Memory: Florida Trip
Drew Adams has decided to attend UW Whitewater in the
fall and is thinking about playing club baseball.

Andrew Olson

● 4th year in the program
● 2nd year on Varsity
● Favorite Memory: Going on the Florida Trips
Andrew Olson will be attending either the University of Iowa
or the University of Wisconsin-Madison and is hoping to play
club baseball.

Ethan Veith
●
●
●

4th year in the program
2nd year on Varsity
Favorite Memory: Walk-off single vs West Freshman
year
Ethan Vieth will be attending UW Platteville and is planning
on trying out for baseball.

Kole Kerkoff

● 4th year in the program
● 2nd year on Varsity
● All-conference honorable mention pitcher (2019)
● Favorite Memory: Going on the Florida Trips
Kole Kerkhoff is planning on studying and playing baseball
at Western Tech in LaCrosse, WI.
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GIRLS TRACK & FIELD
Daiysha Brown:
●
●

2 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Watching the 4x4 at the end
of meets and meeting new people from different
schools at meets. The state meets were also
amazing.
● Biggest Track Accomplishment: Improving my times
at meets
● Plans for Next Year: Playing basketball at Grayson
College in Denison, Texas
“My experience participating in Girls Track here has been
amazing. We were always so close to each other and it just
felt like a family. I will really miss it.”

Ella DeFever:
●
●

3 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Having fun at practices and
Coach Pops’ enthusiasm
● Biggest Track Accomplishment: JV Conference
runner-up in the 400m twice
● Plans for Next Year: Studying Nursing and
swimming at Minnesota State University
“My time on the JMM track team was amazing. The coaches
and girls are all so supportive and always made things fun!
Joining sophomore year I felt very out of my comfort zone,
but track turned out to be one of my favorite parts of my
time at Memorial!”
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GIRLS TRACK& FIELD:
Stella Bloomer
Daiysha Brown
Ella DeFever
Gabri Gaines
Hayley Gaines
Lili Garcia
Fifi Hermawan
Leilani Kapinus

Grace Korger-Mitchell
Nicola Kreus
Lizzy Kunkel
Olivia Luedke
Izzy Malliet
Ludovica Malinverni
Carly McKeon
Jayla Prince

Ana Rios
Cynthia Rosales
Jumanna Tanner
Kaia Taylor
Reette Thorns
Micah Wade
Maddie Wieczorek
Caleigh Wong

I want to thank all of our Seniors for their commitment and effort the past four years! Your
hard work, dedication, and talent has helped develop a team that competes for Big 8 Conference
and State Championships. More important, your commitment to creating a supportive and diverse
community has helped our team grow from 65 athletes, to over 120 athletes, during your four years at
Memorial. I hope track has taught you how to confront adversity and continue to persevere towards
your goals. I know much success is in your future and always remember that WE ARE JMM!!!
-Coach Drew

Hayley Gaines:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Running the 4x4 at Sectionals
sophomore year
● Biggest Track Accomplishment: Running a lifetime
pr in the 800m and a season pr in the 400m in one
meet
● Plans for Next Year: Running track/ cross country
and studying interior architecture at Marywood
University
“I’m so glad that I decided to join the track and field team
my freshman year. Over the past four years, running has
become a huge part of my life. It wouldn’t have been the
same without the coaches and teammates who have been
there for me through it all. Thank you for making these past
four years some of the best. I will always remember what it
was like to be a part of this team.”

Lizzy Kunkel:
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Thrower cookouts
Biggest Throwing Accomplishment: I continued to
work hard and improve last season even though I
was frequently sick
● Plans for Next Year: Attending the University of
Minnesota - Twin Cities
“I am so grateful to have met so many great teammates
and coaches who have all made a great impact on my high
school career.”

Izzy Malliet:
●
●

3 years on the team
Favorite Memory: meeting some of my life long
friends!!
● Biggest Track Accomplishment: 2nd in All-City with
my relay team
● Plans for Next Year: Undecided - I’m not sure if
track will be in my future but I will always carry the
determination that track instilled in me
“I met so many people and made so many amazing
memories!”

* Congratulations to these seniors
continuing their track/field careers
at the next level:

Carly McKeon:
●
●

3 years on the team
Favorite Memory: My favorite memory is running my
first 800 in a meet and spending time with the team
under the bleachers between events
● Biggest Track Accomplishment: My biggest
accomplishment was being able to try something
outside of my comfort zone and learning that in
order to grow you have to make mistakes in the
process
● Plans for Next Year: Swimming and studying at
Saint Louis University as a Billiken
“In the beginning, I joined Track as a way to cross-train
for swimming, but little did I know that it would turn into
being one of my favorite parts of JMM. I have been able to
challenge myself, learn from amazing coaches, and meet
the most supportive teammates. Being able to run as a
Spartan will be a memory that I hold close to my heart.”

Micah Wade:
●
●
●
●
●

3 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Going to state
Biggest Track Accomplishment: Winning
Conference in the 100m
Plans for Next Year: Running track at BSC
“Best coaches ever, feels like a real family.”

Caleigh Wong:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Experiencing my first State track
meet
● Biggest Track Accomplishment: Running on the
4x100 at State and becoming a senior captain
● Plans for Next Year: MATC for 2 years, then
transferring to UW Madison
“Memorial Track & Field has taught me the meaning of
hard work and dedication. I couldn’t have asked for better
coaches or teammates. I was pushed to give my best effort
and always felt supported. Track has had a huge impact on
my life and it was an experience I will never forget.”

Gabri Gaines - UW Stevens Point 			
Cynthia Rosales - UW Milwaukee
Hayley Gaines - Marywood University (PA)
Reette Thorns - Grand Valley State University (MI)
Grace Korger-Mitchell - SLU or UW Milwaukee
Micah Wade - Bryant and Stratton College

jmmswordandshield.com
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BOYS TRACK &FIELD
Nick Ballweg
Chauncey Cannon
Laquandis Cannon
Adrian Cruz-Perez
Davis Faliski
Adam Garland
Luke Huggins
Omar Kanan

Lucas Koch
Alberto Lopez
Nick Mackey
Bret McGuire
Rick McGuire
Tyson Nash
Brett Neumann
Ben Pankratz

Jeremyah Williams:

Miguel Ruiz:

Brett Neumann:

Jacob Weller:

●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Going to Sectionals Junior year
Biggest T&F Accomplishment: Going from 38 ft to
43 ft in triple jump
● Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison and
hopefully competing on the track/field team
“I really enjoyed my track and field experience I had TONS
of fun running and jumping, but my best memories are off
the track, when I could have fun with my friends and make
memories we’ll never forget”
●
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Throwing a metal brick that
Garrett found into the Beloit River Freshman year
Biggest T&F Accomplishment: Breaking 5 minutes
in the mile in 4 consecutive meets Junior year
Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Eau Claire to run
cross country and track

Hector Ramon-Cruz
Miguel Ruiz
Zavier Smith
Carsen Strang
Salvador Tellez
Jacob Weller
Jeremyah Williams
Youssef Zahid

●
●
●

2 years on the team
Favorite Memory: The steak out and pool day
Biggest T&F Accomplishment: PR in shot put
against Beloit Memorial
● Plans for Next Year: Attending Madison College to
study Business
“Track and Field was a lot of fun. I made a lot of good friends
and the coaches were very supportive. Track and Field was
one of the best experiences for me in my high school life
and I’m going to miss it.”
●
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Watching Sorge hop the fence at
Beloit
Biggest T&F Accomplishment: Breaking 5 minutes
in the mile
Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison
“Track was always a great way to end the year
and get in running shape for the summer. I will miss
hanging out with my friends every day after school.”

GIRLS ULTIMATE
FRISBEE:
Stephanie Kishter:
●
●

●
●
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Rebecca Bartig
Maddie Miller
Lydia Oakleaf
Elise Chester 		
Isabel Montoya 		

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Every year after the last day of
the Mudbath tournament here at the JMM fields,
we host dinner for all of the teams that played and
have Gino’s Lasagna... It’s always amazing and I
look forward to it every year.
Biggest Ultimate Accomplishment: Being chosen as
a captain 2 years in a row
Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison to study
Marketing, while continuing to play ultimate frisbee

Heather Swartz
Stephanie Kishter
Sarah Nennig-Kniaz
Clio Winnowski
Leah Metzger

“Choosing to play Ultimate was probably the best thing that
I did at memorial. It’s the most welcoming group of girls and
it’s always a positive environment. Not to mention it’s the
most fun sport I’ve ever played!!”

Leah Metzger:
●
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Playing in the snow at our home
tournament, Mudbath, in 2019
Biggest Ultimate Accomplishment: Being named a
Spirit Captain for my Senior season
Plans for Next Year: Attending Iowa State University
and planning to play Intramural Ultimate

jmmswordandshield.com

GIRLS SOCCER:

Isabel Eigenberger
Nora Erlandson
Sylvia Greene		
Harper Johnson

Grace Olson 			
Cece Ohnstad
Chloe Tweten

Isabel Eigenberger:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Being conference champs and
tournaments
● Biggest Soccer Accomplishment: Winning our
conference last year
● Plans for Next Year: Attending the University of
Kentucky, studying something in the medical field
“Being a part of a Memorial team was something I will
never forget and I learned so many life lessons because
of it. I learned what a real community is and how to be a
team player no matter if you win or lose. The family I’ve
made through sports at JMM is unforgettable because they
shaped my high school experience and that’s truly what I’ll
miss the most about Memorial.”

Nora Erlandson:
●
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Freshman year beating West in
the Regional Championship
Biggest Soccer Accomplishment: Winning
Conference in 2018
Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison
“Savage Soccer Sisters Forever”

“The women’s Ultimate team has always felt like more of a
family than just a team. I am so thankful for the friendships
I’ve built with my teammates, coaches, and even opponents
while playing the sport I love most!”

Lydia Oakleaf:
●
●
●
●

Grace Olson:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Team sleepovers and the Iowa
tournament
● Biggest Soccer Accomplishment: Scoring 2 goals in
one game against Sun Prairie sophomore year
● Plans for Next Year: Attending the University of
Georgia
“I loved the soccer team not just for the sport, but for all
of the amazing people I met through my time on the JMM
soccer team.”

Cece Ohnstad:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Winning conference last year, bus
trips and 8 miles for water
● Biggest Soccer Accomplishment: Overcoming
injuries and being voted a Captain
● Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison
“Being an athlete at the high school level has taught me so
many valuable lessons that can be used on or off the field.
The team environment is amazing and I have met some
of my best friends. The coaches always want what is best
for you and push you to better yourself on the field, in the
classroom and as a person. I loved being a part of Memorial
athletics.”

●

Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Platteville to
study Psychology, while continuing to play ultimate
frisbee

“Thank you for always encouraging me to do my best.”

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Catching the winning point in the
final game of state junior year
Biggest Ultimate Accomplishment: Growing so
much in my understanding of frisbee
Plans for Next Year: Running cross country and
playing ultimate frisbee at UW-Platteville
“JMM Ultimate Frisbee ignited my love with the
sport. I’m so grateful for my teammates and the
memories we made.”

Cadence Schaal:
●
●
●

3 years on the team
Favorite Memory: TPing the boys houses at the
team sleepover
Biggest Ultimate Accomplishment: Overcoming my
fear of failure- In all the other sports I’ve done, I got
shamed and laughed at for not being up to par. In
Ultimate Frisbee, it isn’t like that at all. Everyone is
so encouraging and wants to see you grow.
jmmswordandshield.com
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GIRLS SOFTBALL:
Anna Arnoldussen
Kathryn Murphy

Natalie Frisch
Julia Peterson
Ali Kimball

Anna Arnoldussen:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Florida trip with the team- first
Varsity home run and great food
● Biggest Softball Accomplishment: Beating
Middleton or hitting 13Ks in a game when I was
younger
● Plans for Next Year: Attending University of
Northern Iowa and possibly walking on the softball
team
“Work hard, don’t give up, play for you and let the rest fall in
place.”

Natalie Frisch:
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Spring break trip to Orlando, FL
Biggest Softball Accomplishment: Winning the
Bruce Dahmen Award and hitting a home run
against West
● Plans for Next Year: Attending the University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities to study kinesiology
“Being involved in Spartan Athletics, I have gained so many
friends and life lessons that will help me with my future
endeavors.”

Ali Kimball

Kathryn Murphy:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: The Florida trips- great team
bonding and an amazing experience
● Biggest Softball Accomplishment: Establishing
myself as a leader and important component of the
team
● Plans for Next Year: Playing softball at UW La
Crosse
“I’ve loved it. I’ve met amazing people and learned so much
about myself. Disappointed that I don’t get a senior season
but I wouldn’t trade the past three years for anything.”

Lauren Schmitt:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: The Florida team bonding trips
and beating Middleton
● Biggest Softball Accomplishment: Playing all fours
years as the starting varsity shortstop
● Plans for Next Year: Attending the University of
Tennessee
“It was some of the best moments in my years of high school
and I wish I had the time to play a couple more games with
my teammates. I met some of my best friends playing this
sport and am truly going to miss them and the coaches.”

●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Going to Florida with the team
and getting to meet so many new people I would’ve
never talked to if it wasn’t for softball
● Biggest Softball Accomplishment: Being and
starting on Varsity, and always giving 100%
● Plans for Next Year: Attending Hamline University in
Saint Paul, MN
“At the end of the day it never mattered what the score or
record was, but the bonded family we all became and the
growth we all achieved together on and off the field.”

10

Lauren Schmitt
Haley Lemberger
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BOYS GOLF:
Jacob Dobson 		

Trevor Lecy

Jacob Dobson:
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Practices every day after school,
getting to hang out with friends while playing golf
● Biggest Golf Accomplishment: How much I
improved over the 4 years I played golf
● Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison to study
Accounting
“Being a JMM athlete for the last 4 years in golf has been
amazing. I met tons of new people and made many
friends while being in golf. The coaches were always super
supportive both during sport season and out of season.
Playing
golf in High school was one of the best decisions I could
have made!”

Trevor Lecy:
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Long car rides to meets
Biggest Golf Accomplishment: Getting my Varsity
Letter
● Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Eau Claire
“In such a small team it’s easy to form close bonds with your
teammates. I was able to do that for every year I played.”

BOYS TENNIS:

Srihari Gopalan		
Carter Horman 		
Kevin Li

Albert Men
Nithin Ramachandran

Albert, Kevin, Srihari and Nithin have been team leaders the past 2 years and all 5 seniors have been
super dedicated to the tennis program putting in countless off-season hours on the tennis courts. I will
very much miss spending time with these guys on the courts! -Coach King

Srihari Gopalan:
●
●
●

4 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Varsity Sleepover 2019
Biggest Tennis Accomplishment: Playing at SubSectionals at Nielsen Tennis Stadium
● Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison and
playing club tennis
“Being a JMM athlete taught me what it means to be
a student athlete, helped me make great friends, and
heightened my tennis skills on the court.”

Albert Men:

● 4 years on the team
● Favorite Memory: Going to Hilton Head and
eating with the team
● Biggest Tennis Accomplishment: Going to
state sophomore year
● Plans for Next Year: Attending UW Madison
and hopefully playing some club tennis
“What seems impossible today will one day be
your warm-up.”

Kevin Li:
●
●

3 years on the team
Favorite Memory: Making a comeback in subsectionals vs Verona to qualify for sectionals
● Biggest Tennis Accomplishment: Qualifying for
individual state junior year
● Plans for Next Year: Attending Northeastern
University and possibly playing club tennis
“Tennis has given me some of my best memories at
Memorial and I’m grateful for the three years I’ve had.”

jmmswordandshield.com
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I, Kyle Murphy, leave behind my football jersey #44 to my son Tyler Piotrowski
I, Mallory Todd, leave behind my name on the choir wall for all the choir students
I, Alyssa Brinkman, leave behind my parking pass spot to my brother
I, Grace Olson, leave behind my hydro flask to Cooper Lundal
I, Cadence Shaal, leave behind my soul to all of my math teachers I’ve had over the years
I, Megan Slattery , leave behind my hall walking routes to my sister
I, Julia Zhou, leave behind my leadership positions on the tennis team, SYS, and NHS to next
year’s leaders
I, Riley Marquis, leave behind my monopoly on classroom shenanigans to Ms. Mitchell
I, Natalie Frisch, leave behind my softball jersey to Payton Cox
I, Angie-Stephany Munguia-Simon, leave behind my favorite movie to Mr. Frontier
I, Alberto Lopez, leave behind my lost airpods to whomever
I, Sophie Schmitz, leave behind middle-switch to Melanie Golden and whoever else she deems
worthy
I, Nick Carl, leave behind my weekly O-Line meetings to Gavin Schauder, Patrick McDonald,
and Brett Welsing
I, Brett Neuman, leave behind the speaker for the locker room to the swim team juniors
I, Zoe Crooks, leave behind one dollar to Ms. Yahr for the Belvita bar I stole
I, Ryan Healy, leave behind my deck of cards to Ms. Yahr
I, Harper Johnson, will leave behind the “favorite child” title to my sister Maia
I, Emily Brandridge, leave behind my drawings to Mr. Newland
I, Rosalyn Johnson, leave behind the water bottles to Luke
I, Kaine Japuntich, leave behind my 2004 Hyundai Santa Fe to the senior parking lot
I, Indigo Garrison, leave behind my mom’s sanity to Ms. Glaaser.
I, Kyle Rasakit, leave behind my CDG converse to Mr. Piper.
I, Heather Swartz, leave behind my band composition “Shades of Jupiter” to the JMM band
library.
I, Anaka Barber, leave behind my car to my sister.
I, Joel Wurf, leave behind my teacher desk and chair to Ms. Janssen.
I, Natalie Tosto, will leave behind my endless math questions to Mr. King.
I, Kiera Sweeny, will leave behind my job of bullying underclassmen to Chloe Hale and Merit
Williams.
I, Alice House, leave behind my love-hate relationship with band to Sophia Shashko and Jackie
House.
I, Isabel Schryver, leave behind all my DBQ’s to Ms. Patton.
I, Elizabeth Zarate-Perez, will leave behind my soccer jibbitz to Ms. Yahr.
I, Stephanie Kishter, will leave behind the @babez_on_boardz instagram to Kate Yehle.
I, Stephen Mills, leave behind my responsibility at school.
I, Lena Weigel, leave behind my memories to the school.
I, Penelope Perez, leave behind lessons I’ve learned the past 4 years to my younger friends.
I, Carsen Strang, leave behind lettuce to whomever.
I, Ysabela Chacin, leave behind an apple in my school locker.
I, Kate McCorvie, will leave behind my legacy to Sam McCorvie
I, Lydia Oakleaf, leave behind my extensive number of frisbees to the girls ultimate team.
I, Drew Collins, leave behind my snacks to Junior Mitchell.
I, Ella Defever, leave behind my swim captain duties to Jackie House.
I, Priscilla Landcaster, leave behind HOSA to Neha Kulkarni and The Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society Students of the Year to Jessie Kahn and Grace Heise.
I, Cece Ohnstad, will leave behind the Ohnstad legacy and Lucy to Neala Ohnstad.
I, Kaden Reetz, leave behind my football number 42 to Chase Reetz.
I, Megan Boucher, leave behind my chocolate chip cookies to Hutch.
I, Taylor Welsh, leave behind my softball bench spot to whomever.
I, Aidan Muckian, will leave behind my pure athletic talent and the aux in the locker room to
Simon Kaldor.
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I, Nicholas Ior, leave behind a surprise gift to Ms. Burda.
I, Jason Ceniti, leave behind my pride, legacy, heart, and soul on Mansfield, the Olson practice
fields, and in the school.
I, Brynn Sailing, leave behind my props and those stilts in the loft to Emily Morrow and the rest
of the crazy crew kids.
I, Michael Schumacher, leave behind my smartallic attitude to Mrs. Dwyer.
I, Izzy Malliet, will leave behind my guidance to Chole Hale.
I, Javani Wheaton, leave behind the Memorial Lakers to my little brother.
I, Reid Pabich, will leave behind Mr. Walkners couch in his first hour class to Noble Smith to sit
everyday.
I, Emma Tomalin, will leave behind my bench spot to Jaelyn Handrick.
I, Nithin Ramachandran, leave behind my tennis racket to Sanjay Mathur.
I, Adrian Cruz-Perez, leave behind my memorial shirts to my younger siblings.
I, Anna Arnoldussen, leave behind my love for softball to all the future softball players.
I, Dariyan Koch, will leave behind my manager position to Luke.
I, Drew Adams, leave behind my jersey number to my little brother.
I, Madeline Miller, leave behind my favorite pen to Ms. Patton.
I, Rebecca Cutforth, leave behind my ACT prep books to my little sister in the hope that she will
burn them all after her junior year.
I, Brandon Menningen, leave behind two of my wheelchair big chairs to Mr. Stern.
I, Maddie Wissinger, will leave behind my parking pass to Olivia Grout.
I, Charlotte Ravenscroft, leave behind the causing of future ruckuses to Matthew Berthoud, and
the role of team photographer to Tanmayi Golkonda.
I, Alaura Diaczun, leave behind my head of costumes title to Emily Morrow and my good music
vibes to Connor SImon, Brodde Peterson, Evan Steinmetz, and Zoe Byer-Wein.
I, Carly McKeon, leave behind my minivan privileges to Jackie House.
I, Ella Riggins, leave behind my gymnastics leo to Anja.
I, Ryan Valand, will leave behind my beans to Mr. Olson.
I, Meera Manoharan, leave behind my tennis bag to Nikkita.
I, Bianca Barredo, leave behind my HOSA legacy to next year’s board members, Neha, Matthew,
Sonam, Sammy, Lauren, and Ellie.
I, Emmelyn Cullen, leave behind my organizational skills and passion for the arts to Eliana Sauer.
I, Rick McGuire, leave behind my locker that had no lock on it to Dylan M.
I, Gabri Gaines, leave behind the continuation of Writing Club traditions to Ms. Guse, Mr.
Walkner, and Kiki.
I, Himmith Grewal, leave behind my supreme shirt to Mr. Kvistad.
I, Anthony Pagas, leave behind my varsity soccer jersey to Ibrahim.
I, Ali Kimball, leave behind my boys basketball managing legacy to Afrisia Rafols and my
computer that always crashed in the photo room to Caleigh Christy.
I, Niamihyah Bell, leave behind my favorite backpack to Ms. Maiers.
I, Julia Peterson, leave behind my basketball managing legacy to Emma Radmacher and my five
lines in “Our Town” to Max Ferguson.
I, Lucas Koch, leave behind all my coffee mugs to Ms. Dwyer.
I, Grace Duppler, leave behind my snacks to Hutch.
I, Connie Yu, leave behind my Heart of Darkness journal illustrations to Ms. Guse.
I, Thee, Kairo Pullem, leave behind my old worn out shoes in the dance studio to Andy Hullett.
I, Lindsay Palm, leave behind my project that I never picked up to Mr. Newland.
I, Hayley Gaines, leave behind my running routes to Natalie Rodenkirch
I, Brian Liebau, leave behind my calculus textbook to whatever sad soul that shall receive it next
I, Jack Faulkner, leave behind my captaincy to AJ Jungers.
I, Natalie Guess, leave behind my 3 years of putting up with me to the amazing Ms. TPF.
I, Leah Metzger, leave behind the opportunity to win State Forensics in Play Acting to Matthew
Berthoud and Jillian Systma.
jmmswordandshield.com
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Name
Drew Adams
Louis Allan
Angel Alonso
Juliet Armenta
Anna Arnoldussen
Julia Aubey
Eligio Bacallao
Ganae Bagley
Nastarria Bailey
Nicholas Ballweg
Rylee Banaszak
Anaka Barber
Bianca Barredo
Rebecca Bartig
Oakley Bastian
Peter Bauman
Niamihyah Bell
Garret Bergum
Tessa Bethke
Soleil Bieniek
Stella Bloomer
Asunte Blue
Megan Boucher
William Boyle
Niccolo Braico
Emily Brandridge
Alyssa Brinkman
Daiysha Brown
Angela Brudos
Nathan Burchill
Nicholas Carl
Maria Cartland
Abigail Cattapan
Julia Cedergren
Jason Ceniti
Ysabela Chacin Romero
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Plan for 2020-2021
UW- Whitewater
Madison College then UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
Madison College
University Of Northern Iowa
University Wisconsin Whitewater
Playing hockey in the NAHL
Working
UW Oshkosh
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
Savannah College of Art and Design
UW Madison
Not sure
Johnson and Wales Providence
University of Minnesota Duluth
Working
Madison College transfer to UW
Madison College
UW Madison
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
UW-Platteville
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
Columbia College Chicago
Indiana University - Bloomington
Lewis & Clark College im Portland, Or
Grand Canyon University
Grayson College
UW Oshkosh
UW Madison
UW Madison
Madison College
UW Madison
University of Minnesota- Twin Cities
UW-Whitewater
Edgewood College
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Elise Chester
Brandon Chung
Andrew Collins
Joseph Collins
Zoe Crooks
Adrian Cruz-Perez
Emmelyn Cullen
Rebecca Cutforth
Ella DeFever
Elliot Delfosse
Alaura Diaczun
Jacob Dobson
Kyle Doll
James Donkle
Keonte Douglas
Jason Dunphy
Grace Duppler
Ellen Dux-Dahms
Micah Edwards-Sopha
Isabel Eigenberger
Daniel Emeterio
Eleanor Erlandson
Joshua Ewing
Jack Faulkner
Cassidy Fitzgerald
Nathan Francisco
Devin Friedrich
Natalie Frisch
Gabrielle Gaines
Hayley Gaines
Avery Gammie
Alicia Garcia
Indigo Garrison
Erik Genskow
Noah Giesler
Liam Gill-Sutton
Seth Gonring

Arizona State University
Edgewood College
Middlebury College
Navy
UW Madison
UW Madison
Luther College
Amherst College
Minnesota State University
UW Madison
Lewis & Clark College
UW Madison
UW Whitewater
UW Whitewater
Madison College Firefighter academy
UW Madison
Gap Year
DePaul University
Bryant & Stratton College
University of Kentucky
Milwaukee Institute of art and design
UW Madison
Madison College
Winona State University
UW La Crosse
UW Stevens Point
UW Milwaukee
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
UW Stevens Point
Marywood University
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
UW Eau Claire
Madison College
UW Milwaukee
UW-Madison
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Saint Mary's University of Minnesota

jmmswordandshield.com
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Kerry Gonzalez
Srihari Gopalan
Grace Greening
Himmith Grewal
Sophie Grunder
Natalie Guess
Dickshya Gurung
Campbell Hackbart
Jeffry Hansen
Lenard Harris
Ryan Healy
Peter Heise
Kori Heitner
Cameron Henrickson
Cynthia Hernandez
Ethan Hind
Tien Ho
Maxwell Hoeser
Sidney Holmes
Alice House
Luke Huggins
Gurleen Hundal
Trisha James
Kaine Japuntich
Caleb Jenkins
Harper Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Rosalyn Johnson
Liam Jones
Roary Jones
Omar Kanan
Shaah Kanhialal
Leilani Kapinus
Pierce Kaufman
Gurleen Kaur
Kole Kerkhoff
Alexandra Ketarkus
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cosmetology school
UW Madison
University of Kentucky
UW Madison
UW Madison
Madison College
Gap year
Unsure
Americorps
Madison College 2 year transfer
UW Milwaukee
Madison College
Madison College
UW Whitewater
UW Milwaukee
Edgewood College
Edgewood College
Madison College
Madison College
University of New Hampshire
University of Wisconsin - Superior
UW Madison
UW Madison
Madison College
Madison College
University of Saint Thomas, MN
North Central College
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
UW Madison
UW Whitewater
UW Madison
UW Madison
Penn State University
UW Madison
UW Madison
Western Technical College
UW Madison
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Sebastian Kiehn
Alison Kimball
Stephanie Kishter
Dariyan Koch
Lucas Koch
Grace Korger-Mitchell
Elizabeth Kunkel
Joshua Lanaville
Priscilla Lancaster
Cameron Le
Haley Lemberger
Hannah Li
Kevin Li
May Li
Brian Liebau
Harper Linfield
Alberto Lopez
Nicholas Lor
Olivia Luedke
Bryce Macwilliams
Isabelle Malliet
Jack Maloney
Meera Manoharan
Gabriel Martens
Raelynn Matlage
Kate McCorvie
Bret McGuire
Richard McGuire
Carly McKeon
Pamela McLellan
Albert Men
Brandon Menningen
Leah Metzger
Matthew Michalowski
Madeline Miller
Stephen Mills
Isabel Montoya

UW Madison
Hamline University
UW Madison
UW Madison
The University of British Columbia
undecided
University of Minnesota- Twin Cities
University Colorado - Colorado Springs
Northeastern University
Madison College
UW La Crosse
University of Chicago
Northeastern University
UW Madison
UW Milwaukee
Cornell College
Madison College
Gap Year
Georgetown University
UW Eau Claire
Gap year
UW Madison
UW Madison
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
Hawkeye Community College, UNI
Western Colorado University
UW Eau Claire
UW Platteville
Saint Louis University
Mount Mary University
UW Madison
Edgewood College
Iowa State University
Knox College
University of Saint Thomas
Gap year
University of Hawaii Hilo

jmmswordandshield.com
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18

John Moran
Isaac Morris
Aidan Muckian
Angie-Stephany Munguia-Simon
Kathryn Murphy
Kyle Murphy
Robert Murphy
Tyson Nash
Brett Neumann
Jing Ng
Joshua O'Keefe
Lydia Oakleaf
Aidan Ogden
Cecelia Ohnstad
Greis Olivares-Aguilar
Julia Olsen
Andrew Olson
Grace Olson
Reid Pabich
Anthony Greg Pagas

UW Madison
Madison College
Madison College
UW-Milwaukee to UW Madison
University of Wisconsin La Crosse
University of Colorado Boulder
UW Madison
UW Milwaukee
UW Eau Claire
UW Milwaukee
Madison College transfer to UNOH
UW Platteville
UW Whitewater
UW Madison
Edgewood
UW Madison
University of Iowa or UW Madison
University of Georgia
Gap year
UW Madison

Lindsay Palm

Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design

Benjamin Pankratz
Kaitlin Parisi
Nicholas Paulsen
Penelope Perez
Savannah Perkins
Brooke Peters
Eva Peterson
Julia Peterson
Aishanay Pickett
Michael Platta
Easton Prazak
Jayla Prince
Kairo Pullum
Nithin Ramachandran
Ahtziri Ramirez

UW Eau Claire
University of Puget Sound
Arizona State University
Madison College
Madison College
North Dakota State College of Science
Northern Michigan University
UW Madison
Madison College
Working
UW Madison
Carthage College
Northern Michigan University
University of Pennsylvania
Madison College
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Kyle Rasakit
Nicolas Rauwolf
Charlotte Ravenscroft
Kaden Reetz
Nivedita Remji
Ella Riggins
Ana Rios
Jamison Roche
Payton Rogers
Hanna Rubasch
Brynn Sailing
Abigail Sanderson
Jordan Sapp
Cadence Schaal
Lauren Schmitt
Sophia Schmitz
Isabel Schryver
Sam Schultz
Michael Schumacher
Mayra Serate
Samantha Sheridan
Megan Slattery
Calvin Slaughter
Zavier Smith
Sean Sorensen
Matthew Spadoni
Carsen Strang
Cami Streifel
Owen Strong
Justin Stroot
Carynne Sullivan
Heather Swartz
Kiera Sweeney
Jumana Tanner
Kaia Taylor
Soua Thao
Reette Thorns

UW Milwaukee
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
Luther College
Augsburg University
UW Madison
Madison College
Johnson &Wales University
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Madison College
Madison College
UW Madison
UW Milwaukee
UW Milwaukee
UW Platteville
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Kenyon College
Unsure
Madison College
UW Eau Claire
Madison College
Carleton College
UW La Crosse
UW Madison
UW Milwaukee
Boston University
UW Oshkosh
UW Platteville
Colorado Mesa University
UW Eau Claire
Career in the arts
University of Minnesota Twin Cities
Gap Year, Wilfrid Laurier University
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
Madison College
UW Madison
Grand Valley State University
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Mallory Todd
Emma Tomalin
Matteo Tonelli
Natalie Tosto
Chloe Tweten
Georgia Uselman
Ryan Valand
Freddy Vicuna-Moreno
Ethan Vieth
Joel Villarroel-Salcedo
Aarushi Vyas
Nicholas Webber
Lena Weigel
Jacob Weller
Taylor Welsh
Benjamin White
Madeline Wieczorek
Jeremyah Williams
Kevin Williams
Madison Wissinger
Caleigh Wong
Joel Wurf
Marisela Xelhua
Tianxiao Yang
Logan Younk
Connie Yu
Youssef Zahid
Elizabeth Zarate-Perez
Julia Zhou
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University of North Texas
Drake University
UW Madison
Florida State University
UW Madison
Aveda Institute
UW Whitewater
Army
UW Platteville
US Marine Corps
UW-Madison
UW Milwaukee
UW La Crosse
UW Madison
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities
UW Madison
Butler University
UW Madison
Working
UW Madison
Madison College then UW Madison
UW-Madison
Gap Year
UW-Madison
UW-Madison
Art Institute Chicago, transfer to RISD
UW La Crosse
Madison College
UC Berkeley
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First Name
Drew
Juliet
Anna
Julia
Ganae
Nastarria
Rylee
Anaka
Bianca
Rebecca
Oakley
Peter
Niamihyah
Soleil
asunte
Megan
Emily
Alyssa
Angela
Nick
Maria
Julia
Jason
Ysabela
Drew
Joey
Zoe
Adrian
Emmelyn
Rebecca
Ella
Jacob
Kyle
James
Keonte
Jason
Grace
Ellen
Isabel
Daniel
Nora
Joshua
Jack

Last Name
Adams
Armenta
Arnoldussen
Aubey
Bagley
Bailey
Banaszak
Barber
Barredo
Bartig
Bastian
Bauman
Bell
Bieniek
blue
Boucher
Brandridge
Brinkman
Brudos
Carl
Cartland
Cedergren
Ceniti
Chacin
Collins
Collins
Crooks
Cruz-Perez
Cullen
Cutforth
DeFever
Dobson
Doll
Donkle
Douglas
Dunphy
Duppler
Dux
Eigenberger
Emeterio
Erlandson
Ewing
Faulkner

Describe your senior year in 3 words
Puck Corona Virus
exciting, different, home
Easy, Hard, Home
Fun, carefree, sad
Stressful, Fun, Saprizing.
Believe in yourself
highs and lows
Chaotic, Memorable, and fun
Fun, stressful, unexpected
Sucks, Stupid, Rip off.
Short, fun, interrupted
Not as expected
Tried my best
I miss it
I feel robbed.
Cut too short
friends, party, quarantine
Easy, memorable, weird
Blood, Sweat and Tears
Memorable, Unique, Special
Fun, memorable, short
unexpected, lively, unique
Greatest, memorable, short-lived
It was creazy
Fun, Exciting, Sad
learned absolutely nothing
Yet another apocalypse
grateful, love, work
chaotic, beautiful, short
freedom, then apocalypse
fun, unique, exciting
Fun, short, memorable
Fun, Wild, Memorable
Not long enough
Disappointing
Stay at Home.
that escalated quickly
Way too short
Short, wild, memorable
easy,afraid,proud
Fun was cut
Fun, Short, Forgettable
That stuff gone
jmmswordandshield.com
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Cassidy
Nathan
Devin
Natalie
Gabri
Hayley
Indigo
Erik
Liam
kerry
Srihari
Grace
Himmith
natalie
Dickshya
campbell
Lenard
ryan
Peter
Kori
Cameron
Max
Sidney
Alice
Luke
Kaine
CJ
Rosalyn
Roary
Shaah
Pierce
Gurleen
Kole
Alexandra
Ali
Dariyan
Lucas
Grace
Josh
Priscilla
Cameron
Haley
May
Brian
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Fitzgerald
Francisco
Friedrich
Frisch
Gaines
Gaines
Garrison
Genskow
Gill-Sutton
gonzalez
Gopalan
Greening
Grewal
guess
Gurung
Hackbart
Harris
healy
Heise
Heitner
Henrickson
Hoeser
Holmes
House
Huggins
Japuntich
Jenkins
Johnson
Jones
Kanhialal
Kaufman
Kaur
Kerkhoff
Ketarkus
Kimball
Koch
Koch
Korger
Lanaville
Lancaster
Le
Lemberger
Li
Liebau

Short but sweet
Like a movie
Boring Sad Football
unforgettable, wild, fun
Fun but short
fun but short
Surprising, busy, quarantine.
Beautiful, Fast, Knowledgable
Series of unfortunate events
short,fun,unique
Surprising, Fun, Chill
fun, exciting, interesting
Concave down parabola
Quarantine, fun, unique
Make ready ourselves to go college.
Fun, Unforgettable, and Memorable
challenging boring cut-short
Taken from me
fun until corona
Choir, Crew and Musical
short, uneventful, annoying
Not too fun
Making fun memories
Surprising, fun, stressful
Way too short
"stay inside kids"
Three study halls.
There was homework?
Cut too short
Fun, short, sad
A disappointing finale
Stressful, unexpected, mayhem.
Wild, memorable, joyful.
stressful , joy, memorable
Sentimental, Comical, Unforgettable
short, eventful, coronavirsu
Utterly disappointing
Short-lived, crazy
Got cut short
Bullied by Ms. Stec
Exciting, scary, overwhelming,
fast, exciting, eventful
Interesting, chill, fun
Going, Going, Gone!
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Harper
Alberto
Nicholas
Izzy
Meera
Riley
Gabe
Raelynn
Kate
Rick
Carly
Pamela
Albert
Brandon
Leah
Madeline
Stephen
Antanya
Freddy
Aidan
Angie-Stephany
Kathryn
Kyle
Brett
Lydia
Cece
Josh
Greis
Grace
Reid
Anthony
Lindsay
Ben
Nick
Penelope
Savannah
Julia
Aishanay
Jayla
Thee, Kairo
Nithin
Ahtziri
kyle
Nicolas

Linfield
Lopez
lor
Malliet
Manoharan
Marquis
Martens
Matlage
McCorvie
McGuire
McKeon
McLellan
Men
Menningen
Metzger
Miller
Mills
Moore
Moreno.
Muckian
Munguia-Simon
Murphy
Murphy
Neumann
Oakleaf
Ohnstad
O'Keefe
Olivares
Olson
Pabich
Pagas
Palm
Pankratz
Paulsen
Perez
Perkins
Peterson
Pickett
Prince
Pullum
Ramachandran
Ramirez
rasakit
Rauwolf

Easy, unpredictable, odd
Gone too soon
Pandemic,zoom,gaming
ended too soon
changing
Let me go
Epic Exciting Exhausting
Exciting, crazy and fun
Relaxed, Fun, Content
Cut too short
Way too short.
Food, Homework, Cheer
Computer Science Grind
Offbeat, erratic, and slaving
Shorter than expected
Short and sweet
Uncertain life-reflecting cruise
Exhausted Fun Hilarious
did't like it
puck corona virus
Fun, Bummed,Coronavirus
A huge dissappointment
Corona, football, friends
its allready over
Ended too soon
Only got half
fast fun memorable
COVID-19 stole it
Exciting, unexpected, family
hockey, friends, Coronavirus
Full of suprises.
Strange, exciting, nerve wrecking
New fun short
Fun, crazy, unexpected
Not enough time.
Fun, hard, disappointing
Unpredictable, sentimental, memorable
Short, fast, fun
Short, fast, unfinished
Amazing, Motivating, Humbling
Fun, short-lived, memorable
Fun, motivational, change
Fun, Memorable, Joyful
Crazy, Unique, Special

jmmswordandshield.com
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Charlotte
Kaden
Nivedita
Ella
Jamison
Payton
Hanna
Miguel
Brynn
Cadence
Lauren
Sophie
Isabel
Sam
Michael
Mayra
Sammi
Megan
Matthew
Carsen
Cami
Carynne
Heather
kiera
Kaia
Soua
Mallory
Emma
Matteo
Natalie
Chloe
Georgia
Ryan
McKenna
Lena
Taylor
Javani
Ben
Madeline
Kevin
Jeremyah
Maddie
Caleigh
Joel
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Ravenscroft
Reetz
Remji
Riggins
Roche
Rogers
Rubasch
Ruiz
Sailing
Schaal
Schmitt
Schmitz
Schryver
Schultz
Schumacher
Serate Rubio
Sheridan
Slattery
Spadoni
Strang
Streifel
Sullivan
Swartz
sweeney
Taylor
Thao
Todd
Tomalin
Tonelli
Tosto
Tweten
Uselman
Valand
VanDerWielen
Weigel
Welsh
Wheaton
White
Wieczorek
Williams
Willisms
Wissinger
Wong
Wurf

Disappointing, nostalgic, unique
Ended too soon
Fun, Relaxing, Unexpected
Way too short
Crazy, fun, seniorits
I barely went
New, fun, exciting
Horrible, crazy and weird
Dunkin spilling- late!!!
Exciting, different, unexpected.
went too fast
Exciting, enjoyable, short
Chaotic, Confusing, complex.
A new beginning
Fun, Sad, Dissapointing
Covid 19
Fun, Short, Exciting
Unexpected, canceled
bullshit cut short
Fun, Adventurous, Short
A shit show
Growth, Fast, Memorable
Relief, growth, humbled.
Chaotic, fulfilling, cut-short:(
short fun friends
Confusing, exhausting, and weird.
Corona ruined everything 🙁🙁🙁🙁
fun until the end
Fun, cut short
Full of surprises
Emotional roller coaster
Fun yet disappointing
The most abnormal
Hard,sad,bad
Perspective, interesting, confusing
A big joke
The worst dream
Very unexpected end
Could've been better.
annoying boring stale
Long, stressful, fulfilling
Not long enough :(
fun but short
That was Fast!
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Uncertainties Surrounding Fall
College Openings

Should Graduation Be Held
Virtually?

As the pandemic progresses, many uncertainties still
linger as to whether or not universities will open in the
fall.
Universities around the country have already
announced plans to go online and commence remote
learning for the fall semester. Others have made the
choice to reopen with guidelines to keep students
and staff safe, such as mask-wearing and continuous
testing throughout the academic year. But there are
still colleges waiting to announce their plans until
June or July, weighing their projected losses and
the progress of the coronavirus outbreak to try and
determine the best course of action.
The pandemic has caused colleges and universities
to lose hundreds of millions of dollars already, some
universities like the University of Michigan reporting
a projected 400 million to even 1 billion dollar loss in
2020 alone. This is primarily because of the absence of
students - students must not only be refunded for dorm
and food costs, but they also lose many fundraising
and money making opportunities. Performances
and sports events contribute millions of dollars to
university funds, as well as summer programs, which
now must be cancelled. As states battle the pandemic,
they must cut funding towards public colleges as
well, which greatly strains universities even before
the fall semester starts. And many are already seeing
great numbers of students unsure as to whether or not
they will attend; students do not want to pay the high
costs of college if they are only getting online lessons
without the full on-campus college experience. This
has hurt postsecondary education immensely as they
not only lose tuition money, but prospective students
and the great minds that might have attended during a
normal year.
As the pandemic continues into the summer months,
colleges will need to make the choice as to whether
or not they will allow students back on campus, have
a virtual fall semester, or a full virtual year. The UW
system is currently trying to figure out what they will
decide to do for the fall semester. UW Madison will
be closed for the summer, but may reopen. They will
announce their decision in July.

The graduating class of 2020 was forced to give up
their last few months of highschool because of the
coronavirus. At this point, JMM will be holding a
virtual graduation. This leads to the controversial topic
of whether or not graduation should be held virtually.
When this pandemic will end and when we will be
allowed to hold social gatherings again is unknown.
If schools were to postpone the graduation, then
there would be no graduation at all. By the time this
pandemic is over, highschools will be preparing for
freshman orientation and other beginning of the school
year activities. It will also take a lot of time for schools
to take the precautions needed for the possibility of
facing this pandemic again. In other words, we need
to face the reality that the most that highschools can
do is to give the class of 2020 a memorable graduation
by giving them a virtual graduation. They are
doing everything in their power to make this virtual
graduation touch students’ hearts and give them a
sense of accomplishment for finishing an important
chapter of their life. While nothing can substitute
the memory of shaking hands with the principal and
being handed your diploma, seniors can remember
this virtual graduation as your first live stream on TV.
Even if they are shown on TV by a simple picture or
video, this will be an entertaining story for them to
tell their future children. On the bright side, speeches
will still be shared through this graduation, allowing
seniors to reflect on their highschool experience and
share some words of wisdom to the younger students.
Virtual graduation might not be as extravagant as a
formal graduation ceremony, but the meaning and
importance of it still remains the same. It allows
students to look back on their highschool years,
cherish those unforgettable moments, and remember
the amazing relationships that they have made with
their friends and teachers. Therefore, graduation
should be held virtually so that seniors can still have a
lasting memory of their highschool experience before
transitioning to college or other futuristic plans.

By Jessica Jiang

First Name
Drew
Marisela
Juliet
Tianxiao
Anna
Connie
Julia
Youssef
Ganae
Elizabeth
Nastarria
Julia
Rylee
Anaka
Bianca
Rebecca

Last Name
Adams
Xelhua
Armenta
Yang
Arnoldussen
Yu
Aubey
Zahid
Bagley
Zarate-Perez
Bailey
Zhou
Banaszak
Barber
Barredo
Bartig

By Emmie Digon

Describe your senior year in 3 words
Puck
Corona
Virus ever
Horrible
experience
exciting,Mess,
different,
home
Misery,
MUDA
Easy,
Hard,
Home
chaotic yet good
Fun,
carefree,
sad
Half eaten
sandwich
Stressful,
Fun, Saprizing.
Unpredictable,
fun, wild
Believe
yourself
Strange,in
fun,
disappointing
highs and lows
Chaotic, Memorable, and fun
jmmswordandshield.com
Fun, stressful, unexpected
Sucks, Stupid, Rip off.
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Congratulations to Our Retiring Teachers

Who are we honoring?

What is one thing you are looking forward to doing
in retirement?
Maloney: Working more.
Flynn: I am looking forward to traveling, and going on
bike trips in the spring and fall. I am hoping this will
be possible in a year or two.
Staley: Sleeping 8 hours a night consistently, reading
the stack of books that I have been meaning to get to,
getting rid of the clutter in my house and travelling
more.

Kelly Cook
Mary Flynn
Dan Maloney
Robin Staley
Mary Martins

How long have you been working at JMM?
Maloney: 15 years
Flynn: This is my 25th year at Memorial.
Staley: I think it has been 33 or 34 years. I did my
student teaching at Memorial in the fall of 1978, but
then I subbed for a while and taught a few years at
West and East, but I always had my eye on getting
back to Memorial.
What classes/jobs have you taught/had?
Maloney: School Counselor
Flynn: I am a cross-categorical special education
teacher. I have co-taught English 1,2,3, and 4; have
taught self-contained English classes; Applied Lit; and
Study Skills. I also have students who I case manage.
Staley: Most recently I have been teaching US 9, US 9
Honors, and AP European History.
What is your favorite memory from your time at
JMM?
Maloney: When a large group of us shaved our heads
for Cancer Research at a pep aud.
Flynn: The family-like atmosphere I always felt at
Memorial. Memorial has been a second home.
Staley: Most fun: Watching Oszkar S. entertain AP
Euro doing a prisyadka (squat dance) to Boney M.’s
Rasputin; More serious: Every Immigration/Migration
Open House. Each year to see all of that history
recorded and hanging on the walls in a student-created
museum was amazing. And the number of people who
came to celebrate community and student academic
achievement was heartening.
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What’s your favorite season?
Maloney: Spring
Flynn: Summer
Staley: Summer
Advice to students?
Maloney: Take advantage of every day.
Flynn: Make decisions based on long-term happiness
rather than short-term pleasure.
Staley: Don’t be afraid of making mistakes or being
corrected.I spent so much of my younger life in a
miserable state of trying to hide what I perceived to
be my shortcomings. You will be much happier if you
embrace the reality that no human is perfect, especially
yourself, but a very worthwhile part of the journey is
working on becoming better. Also, be kind!
Who is your favorite coworker and why?
Maloney: All student services peeps and Ms.
Blackamore.
Flynn: I have had so many wonderful coworkers; I
am unable to choose just one! I would like to give a
shout-out to the English department - both current and
retired - as they considered me one of their own for
many years.
Staley: My entire US 9 team. They are the most
creative, compassionate, helpful, cooperative people!
But there are many others I have enjoyed working with
as well and I am sorry there isn’t space to name you
all.

jmmswordandshield.com

What is your most embarrassing teaching/working
moment?
Maloney: When I overslept until 10:30 am.
Flynn: There have probably been several, but I can’t
think of anything that stands out.
Staley: There are probably many such moments,
but one that jumps to mind is one day early in my
teaching career, when I was about 8 months pregnant,
a student who did not usually seem that engaged in
class was staring at me intently most of the hour. I kept
thinking, “Wow, am I good or what? Look how I have
made a connection with this student.” Then after class
he came up and said he wanted to ask me a question.
I thought “Amazing, I am really making a difference,
he even stayed after to ask a question!” What was his
question? “Ms. Staley, I was just wondering how you
got those pants on over your big stomach.” So much
for my superior ability to engage young minds!
Or a shorter recent one: Trying to deliver a senior sign
to the wrong address and having the homeowner order
me off the property for trespassing and call the police
(or so he threatened).
What is the most rewarding thing about being a
teacher?
Maloney: Helping students achieve their goals.
Flynn: The kids!
Staley: Being paid to keep learning and sharing new
things and having my faith in the future renewed
yearly by all the unique, caring young people I get to
work with.

Who is your favorite musical artist?
Maloney: Grateful Dead
Flynn: I have too many favorites to name just one and
my favorites tend to change.
Staley: I like a range of things
Cake or Ice Cream?
Maloney: Cake!
Flynn: Cake!
Staley: Cake!
What is your favorite event that Memorial puts on?
Maloney: School Musical
Flynn: I love sports, so any sporting event, especially
basketball.
Staley: Can’t pick just one. I enjoy the musical and
the plays, brat fest, the art fair/sale, the cupcake
smackdown.
What is at the top of your bucket list?
Maloney: Join a band.
Flynn: I would like to travel to every continent except
for Antarctica. I don’t plan on spending any extended
period of time in the cold and snow during retirement!
Staley: Spending more time at the ocean and seeing it
from new places.

What do you like doing in your free time?
Maloney: Hang out with friends and family.
Flynn: I like to bike and read and I am sure I will find
other things I like in retirement!
Staley: Baking, reading, walking, going out to lunch
with friends and with my sisters, playing board games,
getting together with my kids, binge-watching a good
show.
Our yearbook theme this year is “Music” What is
one of your favorite songs? Or a song you know all
the lyrics to?
Maloney: Truckin’
Flynn: It is difficult to think of one favorite song, but
this time of year, I think of “Forever Young” by Bob
Dylan. The song’s lyrics express my wishes for all
students and especially graduating seniors.
Staley: Amazing Grace -Watch Italian singer Andrea
Bocelli’s version in front of the Duomo Cathedral in
Milan with scenes of silent European cities during the
pandemic.

jmmswordandshield.com
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The Seniors’ Best Memories of High School!
Kyle Murphy- Playing in the State Semi Final football game.
Campbell Hackbart- Football games.
Sam Schultz- Starting a podcast in painting class.
Mallory Todd- Deciding to switch to memorial and meeting all of the amazing people here.
Raelynn Matlage- Getting to know new people!
Keonte Douglas- Watching March Madness with Hutch or Mr.Nick.
Grace Olson- Tennis Team State my junior year.
Cadence Schall- The New York City band trip in 2018. -Some of the best days of my life.
Albert Men- Sophomore year tennis.
Nic Braico- Spending time with friends.
Megan Slattery- Peer Partners.
Jason Dunphy- Running the JMM gaming club
Youssef Zahid- Scategories in AVID.
Julia Zhou- Going to Individual and Team State for tennis.
Riley Marquis- Hanging with my friends.
Grace Greening- Senior year FNL.
Kole Kerkhoff- Sports.
Maria Cartland- FNL-Senior Edition.
Srihari Gopalan- Tennis Sleepover 2019.
Natalie Guess- Anything with my friends.
Jack Faulkner- Winning the Culver Cup sophomore year.
Julia Cedergren- Making a massive collaborative collection of bees on a wall in
Madame Zupan's classroom.
Brian Leibau- Tapee ball
Haley Gaines- Running Track
Lindsay Palm- the Chicago art trips.
Antanya Moore- Every one.
Lenard Harris- Being in a class with Mr. Hutchins and Mr. Walkner in one room.
Kairo Pullum- Having the opportunity to play football with great people.
Connie Yu- Staying late after school to go to "Studio Under the Stars"/open
studios with my friends to try and to finish art projects even though we got no work
done because we were too busy laughing.
Ellen Dux- Latinos Unidos!
Josh O’Keefe- Auto Shop with Tokhiem
Grace Duppler- Junior year Prom.
Lucas Koch- Pep Rallies.
Cameron Le- Club activities.
Niamihyah Bell- When I finally played basketball for the first time in Mr Rogers’ gym
class and actually took it seriously. I made every shot!
Ali Kimball- Going to Disney with the Collins’ during the basketball trip to Florida.
Miguel Ruiz- AVID overnight field trip.
Anthony Pagas- Varsity soccer during my senior year.
Michael Schumacher- Winning the Culver Cup back to back.
Izzy Malliet- Too many to name :)
Reid Pabich- Prom and freshman year when basketball made it to State.
Javani Wheaton- Cooling with friends.
Emma Tomalin- Winning the 2018 National Tapee Ball Championship sophomore year.
Isabel Eigenberger- State Basketball freshman year.
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Kathryn Murphy- Going to Florida for softball sophomore and junior year.
Nithin Ramachandran- Playing on the tennis team.
Adrian Cruz-Perez- Latinos Unidos dance sophomore year.
Anna Arnoldussen- Going to Florida my sophomore year with the softball team and
"Vlogging" it all with Ali Kimball. I hit my first varsity homerun and I pitched some great
games. Every night we ate amazing disney food and fell asleep under the sun. Truly a
paradise.
Daryian Koch- New Years 2019-2020.
Haley Lemberger- Going to sporting events.
Marisela Zelhua- PepRally during sophomore year.
Drew Adams- Playing Sports.
Nicolas Rauwolf- JMM Boys Volleyball.
Madeline Miller- Helping backstage during two musicals.
Rebecca Cutforth- Nights of Entertainment 2018.
Brandon Mennigen- My Robotics Team winning the Think Award.
Maddie Wissinger- Senior year Pep Rally and Guy Girl Dance!
Madeline Wieczorek- Senior year football games.
Lauren Schmitt- All sporting events and pep rallies.
Cassidy Fitzgerald- Homecoming Week
Nastarria Bailey- Going to Homecoming with my best friend Asunte.
Pierce Kaufman- Twirp 2020.
Angela Brudos- Prom 2019.
Gabe Martens- Running and installing lights for the Musical Urine Town.
Kevin Williams- It's gonna be graduation.
Caleigh Wong- Junior year Prom.
Olivia Luedke- Taiwan trip.
Rylee Banazak- Junior Prom.
Carynne Sullivan- Swimming in Peer Partners Gym. I loved to see
everybody have so much fun in the water.
Joshua Ewing- Meeting my roommates.
Leah Metzger- Senior year hoco and twirp.
Roary Jones- Meeting my girlfriend.
Himmith Grewal- Playing varsity soccer.
Ben Pankratz- Transferring lol.
Jacob Dobson- State playoff football run or the boys golf seasons.
Jeremiah Williams- Seeing my friends.
Gabri Gaines- All the times I had during the track seasons.
Rick Mcguire- Senior year Homecoming football game.
Natalie Frisch- Senior year football season.
Angie-Stephany Munguia-Simon- Taking Mr.Frontier's video two class and still
think I am not as great with editing.
Alberto Lopez- Stories with Mr. Walkner .
Sophie Schmitz- Swim season junior year.
Savannah Perkins- When me and Nicholas Lor decided to walk out in the snow blizzard because we wanted Starbucks
and we both slipped on the ice and we just laughed so hard.
Nick Carl- Beating Verona on Homecoming.
Brett Neumann- Cross country potlucks.
Zoe Crooks- I found a giant blow up banana in the tennis court and got a bunch of people to sign it.
Ryan Healy- Playing in the State Finals for ultimate.
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Harper Johnson- I enjoyed playing on the soccer team, prom and other school dances
and going to girls and boys basketball games.
Emily Brandridge- Me and Bianca’s 18th birthday party.
Matteo Tonelli- Nothing after March 13th.
Kaine Japuntich- Staying in the back of the XC line during practice. Everyone ran ahead
and I just got lost in my head, and in every place I ran.
Cami Streifel- Making it to state.
Josh Lanaville- All of them.
Indigo Garrison- going to New York in 10th grade with band.
Kyle Rasakit- Making new friends.
Heather Swartz- Touring NYC with the band program.
Anaka Barber- Winning Girls Golf Regionals my senior year.
Kerry Gonzalez- Friday lunches in Mr.Nick’s room. Everyone could come.
Sidney Holmes- Senior year pep rally.
Soleil Bieniek- Making so many friends.
Joel Wurf- Going to Prom Junior year.
Juliet Armenta- The field house... iykyk.
Natalie Tosto- Being a part of the JMM swim team throughout all four years.
Kiera Sweeney- Pep rallies, London trip, art classes.
Chloe Tweten- Sitting in Mr. Nick's class listening to his dumb dad jokes.
Harper Linfield- Junior year prom with all my friends.
Julia Aubey- When the football golf cart started on fire.
Dickshya Gurung- Meeting new teachers and friends.
Devin Friedrich- Getting a MVP after a football game.
Brynn Sailing- Senior prom was f- oh no, wait. Walking the stage at gradu- ah, nvm. Hanging out with my friends.
CJ Jenkins- Racket and team sports, 2nd hour.
Jason Ceniti- Homecoming Week.
Tianxiao Yang- Camping in Junior Year.
Grace Korger- Probably the BSU trip to New Orleans or winning tapee ball
sophomore year.
Oakley Bastian- Right after homecoming, I met some of my best friends.
Nicholas Lor- All of the summer cookouts
Aidan Muckian- Prom.
Kaia Taylor- Football games.
Payton Rogers- Prom.
Taylor Welsh- Senior year pep rally.
Peter Heise- Prom.
Megan Boucher- Junior year Prom.
Kaden Reetz- Winning a State Championship.
Cece Ohnstad- Senior year Homecoming.
Cynthia Hernandez- Becoming friends with Isabel Montoya.
Priscilla Lancaster- Spirit Day.
Ella Defever- Being a part of the JMM Swimmin' Women all 4 years.
Nora Erlandson- Senior Homecoming pep rally.
Drew Collins- The volleyball games.
Logan Younk- Football and Basketball.
Lydia Oakleaf- Being in the student section for the homecoming football game this year.
Hanna Rubasch- Performing in the musical.
Nathan Francisco- Senior football season.
Kate McCorvie- Camping at Devil’s Lake with all my friends..
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Daniel Emeterio- When I managed to get my art put up in the art gallery for my junior
year.
Ysabela Chacin- The Hoco.
Mayra Serate Rubio- the last 4 years with my AVID class.
Carsen Strang- Sophomore year Latinos Unidos.
Rebecca Bartig- Anything with my friends.
Alice House- Being asked to sophomore homecoming by Oakley, a guy I barely
knew... 2 years later we’re still together and happy.
Isabel Schryver- Being Bruce The Spartan!
Kori Heitner- Homecoming senior year.
Nick Paulsen- Hanging out with my friends.
Elizabeth Zarate-Perez- Valentine’s Day with AVID class.
James Donkle- Prom last year.
Max Hoeser- Meeting friends and teachers.
Liam Gill-Sutton- The weekend.
Ganae Bagley- The Challenge and Adventure caving trip.
Kyle Doll- Reetz’ house on the first weekend of the month.
Stephanie Kishter- All the team sleepovers.
Cameron Hendrickson- Junior Prom.
Stephen Mills- Art classes in junior year with Newland.
McKenna VanDerWielen- Me and my friends sitting by the lockers eating lunch
together.
Lena Weigel- Parties and games.
Penelope Perez- Meeting every single friend and becoming a group of our own.
Charlotte Ravenscroft- Singing "We Are The Champions" with my team on the
bus ride home from the State forensics tournament my sophomore year.
Alaura Diaczun- Just Dance in AP Lit to Superstition by Stevie Wonder.
Erik Genskow- Too many for a best, some sunset somewhere with friends
Carly McKeon- The Homecoming pep rally for senior year.
Ella Riggins- Doing memorial sports.
Shaah Kanhialal- When we surprised Mr. Nick after he had a teacher meeting on a Saturday.
May Li- Prom.
Jayla Prince- Prom junior year.
Ryan Valand- Monday night ski team races.
Georgia Uselman- Painting class junior year.
Meera Monoharan- Junior Prom.
Asunte Blue- Just seeing my friends.
Bianca Barredo- Setting up and planning Prom.
Emmelyn Cullen- Performing at State Forensics my junior year and winning 2nd in Informative Speaking.
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Senior Song Dedications
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She Is - Ben Rector

To: Her Mom

From: Cady Schaal

For Good - Wicked

To: Her Teachers

From: Julia Zhou

Baby Come Back - Player

To: Barack Obama

From: Riley Marquis

See You Again - Wiz Khalifa

To: Paul Natzke

From: Brandon Mennigen

Crank Dat - Soulja Boy

To: Julia Cedergren

From: Gabe Martens

IFLY - Bazzi

To: Steph Kishter

From: Ryan Healy

Bring Em Out - T.I.

To: Girls Varsity Soccer team

From: Harper Johnson

Come on Eileen - Kevin Rowland

To: Eva Peterson

From: Emily Brandridge

Candy Paint - Post Malone

To: Megan Boucher

From: Rylee Banaszak

Bicycle - Queen

To: Jon Prieto

From: Daniel Emeterio

Happy - Pharrell Williams

To: Everyone feeling down

From: Hanna Rubasch

Thunderstruck - AC/DC

To: The Lauren Wolters

From: Payton Rogers

Speak Up - Lil Miquela

To: The people he loves

From: Nicholas Ior

Here and Now - kenny Chesney

To: Everyone

From: Jason Ceniti

Gloria - Larry League

To: Himself

From: Javani Wheaton

A Lil Uzi Song

To: Aidan Ogden

From: Reid Pabich

Bohemian Rhapsody - Queen

To: The Boiz

From: Adrian Cruz-Perez

Tum Hi Ho - Arijit Singh

To: Srihari Gopalan

From: Anna Arnoldussen

Do What I Want - Lil Uzi Vert

To: Julia Aubey

From: Darian Koch

See You Again - Wiz Khalifa

To: All Her Friends

From: Marisela Xelhua

Thankful - Josh Groban

To: JMM Staff

From: Angela Brudos

Never Grow Up - Taylor Swift

To: Her Younger Siblings

From: Maddie Miller

They’re Taking the Hobbits - Isengard

To: Her Dad

From: Rebecca Cutforth

Little Wonders - Rob Thomas

To: Izzy, Maddie, Gabe, Cady

From: Charlotte Ravenscroft

Waterloo Sunset - The Kinks

To: Her past and future love

From: Alaura Diaczun

Young, Wild & Free - Snoop
Dogg

To: The JMM Swimmin’ Women From: Carly McKeon
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Sketchers - Dripreport

To: Mr. Nick

From: Shaah Kanhialal

Birthday Song - 2 Chainz

To: Aishanay Pickett

From: Jayla Prince

Mikrokosmos - BTS

To: Her Best Friends

From: Asunte Blue

Vus Vet Zayn - Stephen Hatfield

To: Choir OGs

From: Leah Metzger

Hot Shower - Chance the Rapper

To: Brynn Sailing

From: Meera Manoharan

Oops… I did it again! - Britany Spears

To: Ms. Commins

From: Bianca Barredo

Runnin Sh*t Part 4

To: JMM CC

From: Brett Newman

In Case You Don’t Live Forever - Ben Platt

To: Charlotte Ravenscroft

From: Emmelyn Cullen

Tampa Bay Bustdown - Yung Gravy

To: Jack and Luke

From: Ben Pankratz

Time of Our Lives - Pitbull

To: Salvador Tellez

From: Himmith Grewal

Best I Ever Had - Drake

To: Mr. Walkner, the GOAT

From: Anthony Pagas

Golden Girls Theme Song

To: Ms. Maiers

From: Niamihya Bell

Can’t Hold Us - Macklemore

To: Allyson Thimble

From: Julia Peterson

Hot Shower - Chance the Rapper

To: Kiera Sweeney

From: Grace Dupler

Just That Girl - Drew Seely

To: Anna Arnoldussen

From: Pamela McLellan

Hot - Young Thug

To: The Seniors

From: Kairo Pullum

Wherever I Go - Miley Cyrus

To: Her Dad

From: Antanya Moore

1980s Horror Film - Wallows

To: Tessa Baranski

From: Lindsay Palm

Slipping Through My Fingers - ABBA

To: JMM

From: Julia Cedergren

I Don’t Like You

To: My Boy Ben Pancratz

From: Jack Faulkner

Sign Of The Times - Harry Styles

To: Tessa Bethke, Sam Schultz

From: Natalie Guess

Buy U a Drank - T-Pain

To: Soleil Eleanor

From: Roary Jones

Selfish - PnB Rock

To: Rylee Banazak

From: Peter Bauman

Someone To You - Banners

To: Jeremyah Williams

From: Nastarria Bailey

Finish Line - Chance the Rapper

To: Chance

From: Cassidy Fitzgerald
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“QUOTES” - From our 2020 seniors
Juliet Armenta: “Hurry up ‘cause I’m bored.”
Anna Arnoldussen: “Perhaps, we should love ourselves
so fiercely, that when others see us they know
exactly how it should be done.” - Rudy Francisco
Julia Aubey: “It was a good first half.”
Ganae Bagley: “Nothing worth doing is worth rushing.”
Anaka Barber: “Life can be dramatic and funny all in
the same day.” Jennifer Aniston
Bianca Barredo: “It is what it is…”
Rebecca Bartig: “I am running away from my
responsibilities, and it feels good.”
Niamihyah Bell: “I have had my ups and downs in school
but it taught me to keep going for what I want in life
and keep questioning about it, If something is hard
and I don’t know the answer. I won’t say “I don’t
know” I’ll go and look and find out. Then come back
and give you the answer.
Asunte Blue: "The only time you should look back is to
see how far you have come"- Kim Namjoon
Megan Boucher: "Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop
and look around once in awhile, you could miss it"
- Ferris Bueller
Emily Brandridge: “Love no thotties.”
Nick Carl: “Control what you can control.”
Maria Cartland: “Never thought I would want to be at
school until now.”
Julia Cedergren: “It is what it is.”
Jason Ceniti: “It’s peanut butter jelly time.”
Zoe Crooks: “It has been 1,504 days since Ms. Macinski
set the projector on fire....and it's been a blast
Emmelyn Cullen: "Well, my philosophy is that worrying
means you suffer twice" - Newt Scamander
Rebecca Cutforth: "All the years I’ve wanted to be
treated like an adult has blown up in my face.”
-Lisa Simpson
Ella Defever: “Everything happens for a reason.”
James Donkle: “I’m scared of missing my graduation
because my WiFi disconnects.”
Daniel Emeterio: “Well this year ended quickly. Guess
i'm an adult now...crud.”
Nora Erlandson: “Frick Corona.”
Joshua Ewing: “Always strive for more no matter how
Difficult.”
Jack Faulkner: “Best senior skip day ever.”
Nathan Francisco: “2+2=5”
Devin friedrich: “Toes… yumm.”
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Natalie Frisch: “that’s what” - She
Gabri Gaines: “Let the good times roll.”
Hayley Gaines: “Everything is always ending,
but everything is always beginning too.”
- Patrick Ness
Indigo Garrison: “I lived in books more than I
lived anywhere else.” -Neil Gailman
Erik Genskow: “It is what it is.” :)
Liam Gill-Sutton: “Imma ghost ride the wraith.”
Seth Gonring: “Catch flights not feelings.”
Kerry Gonzalez: “Always forward.”
Sirhari Gopalan: “I’ll just procrastinate tomorrow.”
Himmith Grewal: “You know how people say ball is
life, well bun is life.”
Natalie Guess: “Ready for the next chapter.”
Campbell Hackbart: “All we have is now.”
Ryan Healy: “When in doubt layout.”
Peter Heise: “Wait what’d you say.”
Max Hoeser: “No.” - Rosa Parks
Sidney Holmes: “Best memories were made at JMM.”
Alice House: “People will forget what you said,
People will forget what you did, but people will
never forget how you made them feel.” - Maya
Angelou.
CJ Jenkins: “I am CJ, and I need not try to be
someone I am not.”
Rosalyn Johnson: “I’m sad our senior year had to
end this way, but I am happy I got to experience
everything that I did.
Roary Jones: “Get this kid a jockstrap and a cookie
- Thad Castle
Ali Kimball: “That might sound boring, but I think
the boring stuff is the stuff I’ll remember the
most.”
Stephanie Kishter: “Shoutout motorola.”
Dariyan Koch: “Not what if, what when.”
Lucas Koch: “Just because you’re garbage doesn’t
mean you can’t achieve great things, it’s a
trash can not a trash cannot.”
Grace Kroger: “Have fun, make good decisions,”
Josh Lanaville: “If you ain’t first you're last.” - Ricky
Bobby
Cameron Le: “I don’t always have time to study, but
when I do, I still don’t.”
May Li: “Work hard in silence, let your success be
your noise.” - Frank Ocean
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More “Quotes”- From our 2020 seniors
Nicholas Lor: “Spend time with yourself and your
loved ones before you have to call them on Zoom.”
Izzy Malliet: “Everything happens for a reason.”
Meera Manoharan: “Always strive and prosper.”
Raelynn Matlage: “Spend a little more time trying to
make something of yourself and a little less time
trying to impress people…” - The Breakfast Club
Kate McCorvie: “Stay Groovy.”
Rick McGuire: “Boys will be boys.”
Carly McKeon: “Life is better with a minivan.”
Pamela McLellan: “Be a Nicki in a world full of Cardi’s.”
Albert Men: “The only real mistake are the ones we
don’t learn anything from.
Brandon Menningen: “Open your mind to the truths
about yourself which only other people see.”
Leah Metzger: “Bye, Bye, Bye.” - NSYNC
Madeline Miller: “The paper called for sun tomorrow
if we can make it through tonight.” - Ira Wolf
Stephan Mills: “Life does not have one set destination
for anyone. Uncertainty should be invited. Don’t
stay in the box.”
Antanya Moore: “If you’re going to be late to school, you
might as well stop at Chick-Fil-A.”
Freddy Moreno: “Finished my 4 year sentence.”
Issac Morris: “Just a broke kid with a fast car.”
Aidan Muckian: “Link Nut.”
Kyle Murphy: “Life moves pretty fast. If you don’t
stop and look around once and awhile, you could
miss it.”
Josh O’Keefe: “I drive an ‘old hard flex.”
Lydia Oakleaf: “Milkshake.”
Grace Olson: “Mistakes don’t last a lifetime.”
Reid Pabich: “Live the dream.”
Anthony Pagas: “Save yo self, don’t play yo self.”
Ben Prankratz: “Do you go here?” - Everyone
Nick Paulsen: “It is what it is.”
Penelope Perez: “Born from fire, she danced with flames
with a power that shook the devil's domain.”
Savannah Perkins: “I need to put my grades up for
adoption because I couldn’t raise them.”
Julia Peterson: “Thanks for the adventure. Now go
have your own!” - Ellie (UP)
Ahtziri Ramirez: “Yes I was in your class.”
Kyle Rasakit: “The happier I get the harder it is for
me to see.”
Nicolas Rauwolf: “You have to make sacrifices and trust in
The right people. You have to know who to trust and
have people in your circle who are real.” - John Wall

Charlotte Ravenscroft: “How lucky I am to have
something that makes saying goodbye so hard.”
- A.A. Milne
Payton Rodgers: “#YOLO”
Hanna Rubasch: “Still looking like a freshman.”
Miguel Ruiz: “Jefe’s out”
Brynn Sailing: “We made it this far, right?”
Cadence Schaal: “Take the forest a tree at a time.”
Isabel Schryver: “No I’m not british I just have a
speech impediment.”
Micheal Schumacher: “CoronaK
Mayra Serate Tubio: “Goodbye to the past.”
Megan Slattery: “If nothing goes right, go left.”
Matthew Spadoni: “Life goes on.”
Carsen Strang: “High Tide.”
Carynne Sullivan: “I just like to smile. Smiling’s my
favorite.” - Buddy the Elf
Heather Swartz: “Go practice.”
Kiera Sweeney: “You learn what’s right and wrong
but most importantly, you learn the difference.”
Kaia Taylor: “We out this bish.”
Soua Thao: “Remember when y’all said 2020 was
gonna be your year?”
Mallory Todd: “whattup folks.”
Emma Tomalin: “Who’s gonna tell him.”
Natalie Tosto: “I’m the most put together disaster
you’ll ever meet.”
Chloe Tweten: “Trust the process.” - Ms Loyd
Ryan Valand: “Facts don’t care about your feelings.”
- Ben Shapiro
Lena Weigel: “Woah this years been off.”
Taylor Welsh: “Mistakes don’t last a lifetime,
memories do.”
Javani Wheaton: “Keep your friends close, and
your enemies closer.”
Maddie Wissenger: “It’s fine, I don’t care.” - Me
every two seconds
Marisela Xelhua: “When life brings you money, save
it and don’t spend it on unnecessary things
because life is so unpredictable
Tianxiao Yang: “Why>”
Connie Yu: “My god you’ve gotten fat” - Edna Mode
Youssef Zahid: “One of the great things about books
is sometimes there are fantastic pictures.”
- George W. Bush
Elizabeth Zarate-Perez: “Lunch time is Gladys
time.”
Julia Zhou: “Save the best for last!”
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First Name
Juliet
Anna
Nastarria
Rylee
Peter
Niamihyah
Megan
Emily
Maria
Adrian
Rebecca
Ella
Alaura
Kyle
Grace
Daniel
Jack
Nathan
Devin
Natalie
Liam
kerry
Grace
Himmith
ryan
Peter
Max
Sidney
Alice
Kaine
Harper
Roary
Kole
Ali
Stephanie
Lucas
Haley

Last Name
Armenta
Arnoldussen
Bailey
Banaszak
Bauman
Bell
Boucher
Brandridge
Cartland
Cruz-Perez
Cutforth
DeFever
Diaczun
Doll
Duppler
Emeterio
Faulkner
Francisco
Friedrich
Frisch
Gill-Sutton
gonzalez
Greening
Grewal
healy
Heise
Hoeser
Holmes
House
Japuntich
Johnson
Jones
Kerkhoff
Kimball
Kishter
Koch
Lemberger

Brian
Alberto
Nicholas
Izzy
Meera
Riley
Gabe
Kate
Carly
Brandon
Leah
Madeline
Antanya
Aidan
Kyle
Kathryn
Lydia
Cece
Grace
Reid
Lindsay
Ben
Julia
Jayla
Thee, Kairo
Nicolas
Charlotte
Kaden
Ella
Payton

Liebau
Lopez
lor
Malliet
Manoharan
Marquis
Martens
McCorvie
McKeon
Menningen
Metzger
Miller
Moore
Muckian
Murphy
Murphy
Oakleaf
Ohnstad
Olson
Pabich
Palm
Pankratz
Peterson
Prince
Pullum
Rauwolf
Ravenscroft
Reetz
Riggins
Rogers
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Reid
Lindsay
Ben
Julia
Jayla
Thee, Kairo
Nicolas
Charlotte
Kaden
Ella
Payton
Brynn
Mayra
Megan
Heather
kiera
Mallory
Emma
Natalie
Ryan
Nick
Lena

Secret (or not so secret) Crush
Cal Peterson
Derek Buckalew
Joey Collins
Peter Bauman
Rylee Banaszak
Brooke peters
Peter Sorge
Mr. Spence
Literally no one
Megan Diaz-Cabellero
The ghost of Oscar Wilde
Jack Bell
Nick Webber
Clare Murphy
Aidan Freeman
Burger
Javani
Audrey Toth
Jeremyah
Lydia Oakleaf
Maddie
Sophie Grunder
Logan
Max Walters
Connie
Grace Greening
tristan schoohs
Kole Kerkhoff
Priscilla Lancaster
Stephanie Kishter
Mallory Todd
My mirror
Reid Pabich
Oakley Bastian
Gabe Gambino
Micah Scarlett
Soleil Bieniek
Grace Greening
Mr. Hendrickson
Ryan Healy
Elise Chester
Reid Pabich
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d
Qw4w9WgXcQ
Joe
Rick mcguire
shhh it's a secret
Chauncey
Angela Jimenez ❤
️
Maddie Miller
Jacob Tilsen
Eddie Chen
Greta (not from this school).
Owen Chester
Gabriel Martens
Oh My Gosh
Payton Rogers
Maddie Wieczorek
QB1
Nathan Francisco
Bram Broderick
Kole Kerkhoff and Nick Carl
Alyssa Rios
Tessa Baranski
Mrs. Gonring
Bruce the Spartan
Max hoeser
Any girl in my AP Lit class ;)
Maddie Wissinger
Izzy Schryver
Mrs Determen
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Tova Kellum
Aidan Muckian

Pabich
Palm
Pankratz
Peterson
Prince
Pullum
Rauwolf
Ravenscroft
Reetz
Riggins
Rogers
Sailing
Serate Rubio
Slattery
Swartz
sweeney
Todd
Tomalin
Tosto
Valand
Webber
Weigel
Wheaton
Willisms
Wissinger
Younk
Yu

Alyssa Rios
Tessa Baranski
Mrs. Gonring
Bruce the Spartan
Max hoeser
Any girl in my AP Lit class ;)
Maddie Wissinger
Izzy Schryver
Mrs Determen
Tova Kellum
Aidan Muckian
Tyson Nash
Issac
Sammy Contrucci
Owen Schigiel
Sophie Grunder
Peter Heise
Silas Pickhardt
Haeden Turner
She goes to another school
Matteo Tonelli
Coach Drew
Lmao, mine isn't appropriate. It
definitely wasn't any students
She knows who she is🤫🤫🤫🤫
Nico Rauwolf hands down
Grace Heise
oh? :O
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